
Kandy Windom
 

Kandy Windom is a best selling author, leadership speaker,
and a world-class executive coach who's dedicated her life in
helping leaders create a "can do" culture.

Developing LEADERS for LIFE
Lead From Your Heart... 

where the magic happens!

The author of her newest book CHOSEN, has been recognized
as an international bestseller. She is a Board Member of
Suncoasthr, an Advisory Board Member at Keiser University,
and Executive Director of the John Maxwell Team.

Kandy has presented for over 100 groups since 2011, including
corporations, state, national and non-profit organizations
nationwide. She counts 6 of the fortune 500 among her clients
and audiences including VINCI, GE, and URC, and small
corporations such as CELCO, Primerica, Community College
Preparatory Academy, I am hopeful, Nestle, Sena, and more

- Judditte Dorcy
CEO, Leaders in Workforce Strategy 

Leadership training  was impactful. After 16
years of workforce experience, you always
think that is one way to do things as a leader,
but Kandy showed me the natural abilities and
how to be a better leader. She was able to pull
that out of me. 

After being in TA for over 12 years, I learned a lot. One of my
takeaways, which is speak their language, if you are
Generation X, Z, Baby Boomer or Millennial, by showing 
 them passion, connect and speak from your heart. I
recommend Kandy because she is a voice for the next
generation of thinkers, doers, and leaders.

- Derek Potter
Sr. TA, Apogee Engineering 

- Jessica Pettit, CSP
Speaker & Consultant

Kandy Windom, during USBG Leadership Forum,
provided excellent experience related to her extensive
coaching business. We were able to take away
recruitment and retention strategies for our volunteers
immediately for her suggestions. Thank you!

To book Kandy Now:
W: www.conversion-omics.com
E: more@conversion-omics.com
T: 612.803.4512

POPULAR SPEECH TITLES
Leading Through Winter
3 Misconceptions of Leadership
Disrupting Leadership
The Ultimate Recruiting Guide To Attract & Retain Talent
The impact of a leader’s character on followers
Latinas Lead The Chicken


